Andrea Electronics
3D Surround Sound Recording Headsets

Capture a Memory!
Virtual 3D Surround Sound Recording

• Great for recording live music, videos, events and even environmental sound samples.
• Binaural recording feature enables life-like surround sound capture of the users listening environment.
• Stereo microphones placed in close proximity to each of the user’s left and right ears establish a “Real Head Transfer Function.”
• Sound arriving at each microphone is in natural phase and duplicates real ear sound capture.
• Headphone playback then delivers a virtual 3D surround sound, reproducing one’s listening experience.
Ease of Use - Plug & Play

• Andrea’s SuperBeam Headsets can be used with any PC, Digital Audio Handheld Recorder, Camcorder or DSLR Camera that is equipped with external speaker and microphone 3.5mm jacks or a standard USB Port.

• Simply plug your Andrea SuperBeam Headset into a compatible device, make your recording and playback to hear a true life-like listening experience.

Click Here To Listen To This Live Recording!
Sample Compatible Devices

- All laptop, desktop and Mac computers with a USB jack or separate 3.5mm speaker and microphone jacks.
- Newer DSLR Cameras with separate 3.5mm speaker and microphone jacks.
- Most Camcorders with separate 3.5mm speaker and microphone jacks.
- Most Audio Recorders with separate 3.5mm speaker and microphone jacks.
Summary

A New Exciting Accessory for Mobile Recording

• Using Andrea’s SuperBeam Headsets will turn what would have been an ordinary mono recording into a 3D Surround Sound Experience capturing the live sound.

• Playback provides a real life experience allowing the listener to hear playback the way it was meant to be heard!

For More Information on Andrea Electronics’ SuperBeam Headsets:
Visit our Website at http://shop.andreaelectronics.com/superbeam/
Or call one of our headset specialists at (800) 442-7787